
Private Client
Special

Wills, Trusts,
and Estates
&
The Modern Family

£150+VAT/course
£225+VAT/full day,
including lunch!

with Alan Eccles

9:30am–4:30pm
October 8th
Society of Advocates, Aberdeen

PURSUE     EXCELLENCE

We are pleased to 
be returning to Aberdeen 

with a one-day Private Client 
special facilitated by Alan Eccles, 

o�fering his popular seminars: 
‘Will, Trusts, and Estates’, and 

‘The Modern Family’. Book 
both seminars and

save  £75.



Wills, Trusts, and Estates
Speaker: Alan Eccles
October 8th• Society of Advocates, Aberdeen • 9:30am–12:30pm

 

At a glance
£120+VAT

3hrs CPD; 9:30 am–12:30pm
October 8th

Society of Advocates, Aberdeen
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Book Now 

This session will provide a blueprint for best practice in wills, trusts and estates matters which will not only 
improve client service but also help solicitors identify and manage risk. The seminar will also recognise the 
challenges and risks that can stem from more complex family structures as well as wider family dynamics. 
The event will be of interest to all solicitors and advisers working on private client matters at all levels.

The discussion will cover topics and issues including:-

Likely problem areas
The client ‘journey’
Scoping and risk
Knowing the clients and assets: fact-finding risks 
and hindsight
Will dra�ting risks
Power of attorney and vulnerable client risks

Gi�ting risks
Trust dra�ting considerations
Risk a�ter a trust deed is complete and the 
ongoing management of the trust
Planning ahead to deal with executry 
administration risk
Particular technical risks such as accretion, 
survivorship destinations and charities



The Modern Family
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Book Now 

 

Modern families introduce a range of legal issues around succession, tax and securing family wealth. There 
are also increasing global connections as people work and live abroad.

This seminar will look at some key points about taking control and avoiding traps when dealing with the 
complexities of families from initial will instructions, strategies for estate planning that protects family 
wealth for the "right" beneficiaries, the interaction with family law, cohabitation, tax traps associated with 
estate planning for second relationships, international succession opportunities and problems, the 
perennial issue of legal rights, complex assets that make families complex, pension 'inheritance' and the 
contentious cases during life and post-death.

At a glance
£120+VAT

3hrs CPD; 1:30 am–4:30pm
October 8th

Society of Advocates, Aberdeen

Speaker: Alan Eccles
October 8th• Society of Advocates, Aberdeen • 1:30pm–4:30pm



Our speaker

Book Now 

Unable to attend?

CCPD Training

PURSUE     EXCELLENCE

Alan work covers three main areas: charities, private client and parliamentary matters. 

Much of Alan's practice involves advising on charity law. Alan assists charities, individuals 
and corporates on charity law, social enterprise (including charities engaged in trading 
and projects such as renewables), CSR, governance training and philanthropy. This 
involves assisting a variety of bodies across the whole of Scotland and beyond including 
community projects, family foundations, housing associations, education providers, 
museums and culture bodies, commercial enterprises with philanthropic and community 
programmes, national institutions and even space agency NASA. Alan has been heavily 
involved in early developments in charity law such as Scottish Charitable Incorporated 
Organisations (SCIOs), reorganisations and mergers. Dealing daily with OSCR Alan also 
seeks consents from other bodies including Scottish Housing Regulator and Privy Council 
as well as having experience with regulators such as Ofcom. Legal directories have noted 
that Alan "continues to receive acclaim for  his superb charity law advice" and that he has a 
"deep knowledge of the field". Alan has experience of the "real workings" of charity boards 
and organisation with the Scottish Youth Parliament, Glasgow arts charity, Cryptic and 
the Scottish Universities Law Institute. 

Alan's private client work covers estate planning including wills, executries, trusts and 
inheritance tax. He is the author of the Scotland chapter in the textbook International 
Succession. As part of his private client advice Alan o�ten advises on incapacity law 
(powers of attorney, court appointed guardianship and other methods of managing the 
a�fairs of those less able to do so). This has involved acting in some of the leading Sottish 
cases on incapacity law and estate and succession planning. A regular commentator on 
incapacity law matters, Alan's written work has been referred to in judicial decision 
making. Of Alan's private client work, the Legal 500 notes that he "conveys complicated 
legal concepts with clarity and humour".

He was previously a member of the legal sta�f at the Scottish Law Commission and 
currently lectures at the University of Strathclyde in property, trusts and charities. Alan 
has also tutored private client law at the University of Glasgow. 

Alan was a member of the Council of the Law Society of Scotland from 2007 to 2009 and 
the Society's Education and Training Committee from 2007 to 2012. He is currently a 
member of the Society's Charity Law and Mental Health and Disability Law Committees.

The event will take place at the Society of 
Advocates  in Aberdeen. Easily locatable on Broad 
Street, its stunning interior form an elegant 
backdrop for our high standard of CPD o�ferings.

Society of Advocates in Aberdeen
Concert Court  www.socofadvocates.com
Broad Street  01224 640079
Aberdeen
AB10 1BS

The venue

Book both courses and 
save £75: £150/course or 

£225 for both


